Dear Marie:

Well we are nearly through here but expect to be here still for a day or two. Then, as the date looks now, we will go to Indiana to muster in the Guard there and after that to Fort Ben.

Harrison.

I didn't get a letter from you today and of course it made me anxious. I am feeling fine and working hard and have been especially mentioned by the Major for efficient work.

So I am beginning to believe that there is some reward in this game after all.

How are you feeling today? I am anxious as can be about you, but I know that you will take care of...
myself. It is terribly hot here and I presume it is there also. Tell all the friends that when this grind lets up a little I am going to write them.

And going to close now. I know this is a very short letter but I am so hot and tired it seems impossible to write more. Love to Glad, lots of kisses for my darling and with all the love in the world to you. A.B.

1. Check
2. note book fillers
3. picture to Washington
4. Clothes marking outfit
5. write a letter